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TOURISM
Number of inhabitants 199,422
Towns: 34
Name:

Agglomération

du Grand Annecy

THE LAKE
Surface area: 26.53
Length: 14.6

km2

km

Width: between 800
Altitude:

m and 3.2 km

446.97 m

Average depth: 41

m

Maximum depth: 80
Water volume: 1

m

124 500 000 m2

Average temperature:

23°C (summer)

-2°C to 7°C (winter)

PEAKS
Number: 10

THIS YEAR
2021,
A YEAR OF CHANGE
FOR THE LAKE ANNECY
TERRITORY

An annual press pack to present the territory, across
the 4 seasons, to browse unreservedly, and especially
We’re taking you off the beaten track,
to unknown lands... from Alby sur Chéran to the
Plateau des Glières, each town is identified and
showcased according to its special characteristics and
personality, together making the whole of our territory
a rich, varied, real and natural destination where
the natural environment is respected.

Parmelan, Plateau des Glières.

LAKE
ANNECY
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3 new ones for 2021

1.6

60,000

nights / establishment
An average of
73% French tourists and 27% foreign tourists
(UK, the Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland and
Belgium - number one clientele for long-haul
flights: USA)*. *Statistics outside of Covid pandemic.

beds in tourist
accommodation
representing 861,325
overnight stays in 2020

4

4 Refuges

Atypical
accommodation
establishments

18

Pré Vérel, Parmelan, Semnoz
and Notre-Dame des Neiges

11 Michelin stars across the territory, for 7 chefs Laurent

Campsites

5

labels “Qualité Tourisme",
“Accueil Vélo”, “Ville d’Art & d’Histoire",
4 flowers for "Villes et Villages fleuris”

Petit***, Yoann Conte**, Jean Sulpice**, Florian Favario*,
Eric Prowalski*, Vincent Favre Felix*, Stéphane Dattrino *

differently.

The Lake Annecy Tourist Office is reinventing itself and
launching a collection of "Escapades”: natural, atypical,
gourmet, family escapades, etc., providing a whole host
of ideas to experience a very different kind of stay at
Lake Annecy and the surrounding area.

Semnoz, Tournette, Lanfonnet, Dents de Lanfon,
Mont Baron, Mont Veyrier, Taillefer, Entrevernes,

51 hotels including

The soul of a territory
should be experienced,
felt, understood...

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

CULTURE

2 protected
nature
reserves

2 family-friendly

ski resorts
Semnoz
& Talloires-Montmin

2 cross-country

ski resorts
Plateau des Glières
& Semnoz

155 hiking trails

1 application: Vi Annecy with 44 mapped-out
trails (and almost 20,000 downloads)

take-off site

with 150,000 paragliding
experiences/year taking
off from the Col de la
Forclaz

Natura 2000, Geopark The
Bauges Regional Nature Park

1 lakeside

prehistoric site,
listed by
UNESCO

10

mapped-out by the SMBT
Agency (national classification:
Departmental Plan for Walking
and Hiking Routes)

1 paragliding

2 protected zones

24

cycling loops mappedout by the SMBT Agency,
with markings and
classification using a
colour code system

museumsMusée Château Annecy, Turbine,
Palais de l’Ile, Musée du film d’animation, Ecomusée
du Lac d’Annecy, Maison de pays du Laudon, Musée
de la cordonnerie, Château Menthon, Montrottier,
Musée départemental de la résistance

Added bonus

Qualified tour guides on-hand to take
visitors on tours.

6

châteaux
3 of them private
and 3 that are
open to the public
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NEW
— TO TICKLE
YOUR TASTEBUDS —

TRADITIONAL, HEARTY CUISINE
IN CHAUMIÈRE SAINT-MAURICE
THORENS-GLIÈRES
Visitors to Thorens-Glières can expect a new
experience with a brand-new, trendy place to come
and eat and drink. After their success in Annecy town
centre with the Brasserie Saint-Maurice (since 2016),
Marc and his associate David decided to set up shop
in Thorens-Glières, taking over the former Chaumière
Savoyarde. Their goal was to breathe life back into
this charming establishment right at the heart of
Thorens-Glières, turning it into a great place for people
to get together. A new menu, new sleek and stylish
areas in a rustic atmosphere, with blue decoration and
the famous cement tiles that can be seen throughout
Annecy town centre.
The added bonus The authentic Italian pizza oven,
offering delicious pizzas that are 100% homemade.
Their motto: provide a warm welcome, hearty cuisine,
local and seasonal products, at affordable prices.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

,
Florian Favario, Laurent Petit
Conte
Vincent Favre Felix and Yoann

THE STARS ARE RAINING DOWN ON LAKE ANNECY
11 STARS ARE NOW SHINING
ACROSS THE TERRITORY
Lake Annecy now has even more Michelin stars thanks
to the exceptional talent of the chefs here.
Two chefs from Annecy have been awarded their first star:
Eric Prowalski (La Rotonde, Les Trésoms) and Vincent
Favre Felix (Restaurant Vincent Favre Felix).
There are now 11 Michelin stars on the shores of the lake.
This year, the Michelin Guide also awarded the talent
of Florian Favario from the Auberge de Montmin
in Talloires-Montmin who, as well as his first star (awarded
to him last year), he also received a “Green Star” which is
awarded to restaurants that are committed to sustainable
gastronomy. Finally, Max Martin, Yoann Conte’s pastry
chef, in Veyrier-du-Lac joined the prestigious list of
“Passion Dessert” chefs. Find out more on p. 28

o
Jean Sulpice, Stéphane Dattrin
and Éric Prowalski
6

From €15 lunchtime set menu | Homemade pizzas
to eat in or take away

THE MAGICAL WORLD OF
LES TONTONS GÂTEAUX
Les Tontons Gâteaux’s new ‘cake boutique’
is not to be missed. Well known for their
delicious brunches at Bar Roux d’Heure,
the Tontons (Uncles) ‘Le Roux’ and ‘Le Blond’
(the red-head and the blonde) are joined by
‘La Brune’ (the brunette) to offer bespoke
cakes and tea-time treats at their new
boutique: Les Tontons Gâteaux.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

www.lac-annecy.com/lac-annecy-destination-etoilee.html

Small cakes €4.50 | Bespoke personalised
cakes €70 | 36 rue Sommeiller Annecy

7
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NEW FROM LAURENT PETIT

CHÂTEAU LIFE
CHÂTEAU DE THORENS****
THORENS-GLIÈRES

NEW

The 3-Michelin-starred chef is always in search of
innovation!
PERFECTLY PAIRED DRINKS AND DISHES SO
EVERYONE CAN ENJOY A TASTE SENSATION
The menus at Le Clos de Sens pair dishes with wines or
other drinks, including sakés, beers, vermouths, luxury
pu-erh tea, extracts, infusions, decoctions, home-made
tonics, kombuchas and kéfirs. There are no limits for
head sommelier, Thomas Lorival, and his team.
The only criterion is that the pairing must work well.
A STARRY, ROMANTIC START TO THE DAY
Le Clos des Sens’ brings luxury to the breakfast table in
its inviting new breakfast room. Laurent Petit has created
a breakfast experience that introduces you to a
succession of hand-made local flavours. The restaurantstyle breakfast ‘tasting’ menu presents superb specialities
such as delicately smoked fera (a local fish), Croque au
Beaufort – a gourmet pie that is a nod to the chef’s
family background (his parents specialised in cold
meats), a double-cream Crème Caramel, Martine’s lemon
cake and Biscuit de Savoie sponge cake.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Booking essential | €34 per person

“IF ANNECY WAS ... BY CHEF LAURENT PETIT”

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.

LES TERRASSES DU LAC ANNECY
Head to Mount Semnoz and stop off at Les Terrasses du Lac,
which got a complete makeover this winter. This restaurant has
been completely renovated and now has a brand-new
restaurant room upstairs for up to 80 people, still offering the
breath-taking view over Lake Annecy. Hervé Getenet and his
team serve traditional, top-quality cuisine, that is guaranteed to
awaken the senses.

The author, photographer and editor
Delphine Evmoon highlights the love
Laurent and Martine Petit have for
Annecy and the region they call home.
Discover an unexpected side to Lake
Annecy in this sensitive and poetic
volume.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

INFORMATION

— TO TICKLE
YOUR TASTEBUDS —

112 pages | published by ‘Le Monde
Autrement’ | €22.

8

— SWEET
DREAMS—

This château has been in the Sales family for
more than 5 centuries, and Isabelle and
Christian have recently done some significant
renovation work at their family property. They
are now able to offer 10 suites and
apartments, each one named after different
family members who have left their mark on
the history of the family’s château: Countess
Pauline, Madame Eugénie, Marquise de
Grollier and the Marquise de Sales. This
château is set in over 30 hectares of grounds,
between Fillière and a lake next to the estate,
and is ideal for a relaxing break away from
the crowds.

www.restaurant-les-terrasses-du-lac.com

Room between €230 and €350 |
chateaudethorens.com

THE BRAND-NEW,
ECO-RESPONSIBLE ESTABLISHMENT
LE PÉLICAN**** ANNECY

This new hotel offers a relaxing stay on the unique
Plateau des Glières, an important site of the French
Resistance. Its 17 rooms are named after semi-precious
stones that are conducive to sleep. It also has a bistrostyle restaurant and a spa with views of the mountains.
This eco-friendly hotel also has a water-collection
system and two heat pumps.

The latest hotel from the PVG group will be unveiled at
the beginning of July 2021. A brand-new establishment
with shared areas that will take visitors by surprise,
offering something very different compared to what
they are used to seeing, providing the ideal place to get
together. Altogether, this hotel has 103 rooms and
suites, a restaurant with panoramic outdoor seating
area and two meeting rooms, with a local, renewable
and eco-friendly energy source that will provide the
heating, hot water and air-conditioning. Le Pélican is
also the very first French hotel to join the global “1%
for the Planet”, initiative. 1% of their turnover is therefore
donated to charities that have been approved by the
scheme, working towards protecting the environment,
and based on 6 main causes: nature, food, natural
spaces, pollution, water and wildlife.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Double rooms from €157

www.groupe-pvg.fr | Room from €190
with breakfast for two people

AUBERGE DES GLIÈRES***
A NEW PLACE TO STAY
ON THE PLATEAU DES GLIÈRES

9
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— TREAT
YOURSELF —

NEW

PURE BREATH
SALT EXPERIENCE

RIVAGE HÔTEL & SPA****
BRAND-NEW HOTEL COMPLEX
ANNECY-LE-VIEUX

A unique concept in France, in an atypical venue
that is guaranteed to leave you speechless. The focus here
is your well-being, in a place where the decoration has
been inspired by travels to Thailand, Bali, and Mexico…
The owner and former nurse, Jessica, wanted to create
an experience that would take her guests on a journey,
and offer an alternative solution to traditional medicine.
Massages, energy and sound treatments, gentle and more
dynamic yoga , pre & post-natal yoga are some of the
activities possible here in the salt cave. The floating
cabins with water heated to between 35 and 37°C, and
filled with Epsom salts, can (as part of a package or just
one single experience) help cure pain in the joints, muscles
and neck. A place where taking care of your body is a top
priority.

123 chic and inviting rooms, with a top-quality spa,
covering 1,000m2 (the biggest in Annecy) with
a swimming pool, hot tub, Turkish bath and sauna,
to open opposite Albigny beach this summer.
The restaurant will be serving cosmopolitan, seasonal
and local cuisine, with plant and mineral influences.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.rivage-hotel.com | From €200

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

HÉBÉ HOTEL****
A NEW HOTEL AT THE HEART OF THE TOWN
Named after the Greek goddess of youth, the 1930s Art Déco
façade of the Hébé Hôtel opens the doors after major
renovations. With 27 rooms over six floors, its natural
materials such as wood, glass, metal and marble offer guests
(mainly couples and business people) a warm, sophisticated
and intimate atmosphere. The hotel bar offers drinks and
tapas made with local organic produce at the bar or on the
terrace.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
From €153 per night | www.hebehotel.com

SPA RIVAGE THE SPA
THE ART OF WELL-BEING REVEALED

Energy treatments from €30 | Yoga from €25 |
Floating experience from €65 | pure-breath.fr

Annecy’s largest spa opens its doors... Covering
1,000 m2, this light and airy space dedicated to beauty,
relaxation, sport and health will captivate you with its
refined design and large windows. The grey and white
décor and the materials used echo the three founding
elements of the Rivage Hôtel & Spa: earth, water and
plantlife. It has dedicated areas including Spa Nuxe,
treatment rooms and fitness and yoga studios providing
a complete treatment programme for the well-being of
body and mind.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Can only be accessed (for 2 hours)
alongside treatments lasting at
least 45 minutes | from €90

— SWEET
DREAMS—
10
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NEW
JETCYCLE PEDAL, EXERCISE,
FLY OVER THE WATER

— HAVE FUN
WHILE TAKING
CARE OF —
THE ENVIRONMENT

This is the brand-new concept from Jetcycle Max,
which will be available in the area in and around Annecy
from this summer onwards, for a selection of hotels,
watersports centres and rental companies. This brandnew, innovative and 100% eco-friendly watercraft is
made with a foil, a propeller and pedals to be able to
skim over the water at a maximum speed of 12km/hour,
just by pedalling, for a very unique experience guaranteed.
This new product was invented and made in Annecy. It is
suitable both for those who exercise occasionally and more
sporty people looking for cardio training.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
jetcycle.fr | Recommended rental price
of a JetCycle: €50/hour incl. VAT

THE FIRST ELECTRIC PLANE
IN AUVERGNE RHÔNE ALPES
THE VÉLIS ELECTRO
With 80 % less noise pollution, the Velis Electro
doesn’t produce any CO2 or fuel emissions.
This plane can offer eco-friendly tourist flights
and is contributing to the territory’s ecological
transition thanks to the Green Aéro initiative.
After 2 years of hard work, this innovative and
promising project will help tackle current issues
and limit the impact of CO2 emissions and noise
pollution.

HERITAGE, EDUCATION, ECOLOGY...
ESPÉRANCE III
This boat resembles a Latin sailing boat and is a replica
of the Espérance II – the vessel that once transported goods
from one side of Lake Annecy to the other (wine, coal,
firewood, etc.). Materials of the past combined with cuttingedge technology: 25 tonnes, 18 metres long, 112 metres
of sails, all electric! Some figures to show you just how
significant this project is. An educational, ecological and
heritage-based initiative. Will be launched during the summer
2021.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.esperance3.org

— CULTURE —
CHÂTEAU DE MENTHON
OPENS ITS DOORS THROUGHOUT DECEMBER
Owned by the Menthon family for more than 800 years,
and famous for being Walt Disney’s inspiration for Sleeping
Beauty’s Castle, the Château de Menthon opens its doors
to visitors in winter for the first time. With magnificently
preserved historic architecture and superb furnishings, the
Château de Menthon immerses its visitors in the world of
the Menthon family. Throughout December the Château’s
Christmas village will be set up at the foot of the castle
and will be open to all.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.chateau-de-menthon.com | every weekend in December

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Avialpes | Flight over Lake Annecy 25 min/
€219 /2 people: 1 pilot – 1 passenger | Possibility
to fly the plane | www.avialpes.com
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Highlight
A NEW PHOTO GALLERY
FOR BASTIEN MOREL,
MOUNTAIN PHOTOGRAPHER
According to photographer Bastien Morel, ‘Every photo
has a story.’ He is passionate about the local landcape,
its mountains, the lake and its surroundings. He has long
brought together his love of mountains and photography
in his pictures, but now he has decided to open a photo
gallery at Saint-Jorioz, in the former Hôtel de la Tournette
with his childhood friend, Baptise. Open to all throughout
the year.

100% RESPONSIBLE HOUSEHOLD LINEN
CONSTELLE HOME

— CULTURE —

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.bastienmorel.com

LA FABRIC
FONDATION SALOMON
Located in the old family workshop where Georges
Salomon perfected the new materials that revolutionised
modern skiing, La FabriC is an exhibition space covering
more than 200m2. The Fondation Salomon team put
together the programming, curation and design of all
exhibitions and events. In addition to contemporary art
exhibitions, they also hold lectures and courses in
contemporary art.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Open Wednesday to Saturday from 2pm to 6pm | 3€ |
www.fondation-salomon.com

— IDEAS FOR
LOCAL SHOPPING —
A FAMILY STORY
LIQUEURS GRANIER
Behind this new brand of artisanal organic liqueurs
are two brothers. Building on the success of La
Cave and La Bouchonnerie wine bars, Stéphane
Granier specialises in making liqueurs. Today there
are two types of liqueurs on offer, both of which are
worthy of an expert liqueur blender: La Verveine
and La Gentiane.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
From €34 | liqueurs-granier.fr

NEW

2021/22

Constelle Home is where products are given new
meaning and consumers learn to consume
differently thanks to attractive, long-lasting
products at affordable prices. The concept of
Constelle Home came from Elise and Audrey,
the creators of this brand of responsible home
decoration. Cushions, blankets, bed linen and
household linen, all ethical and inspired by nature
and plants, giving the products a timeless quality.
The products are made using natural materials
such as linen, velours or GOTS-certified cotton and
then the brand adds their own touch using block
print, handmade tie-dye patterns, embroidery by
hand or with a manual sewing machine. With this
concept, Constelle is looking to showcase the
techniques and expertise available across the
planet. To showcase them and ensure their
durability by working together to offer a
contemporary product that is based on techniques
that are likely to fizzle out.
A committed brand: one product sold = 10 meals
donated to endowment funds in two of the biggest
textile-producing countries: Madagascar and
Bangladesh. This scheme was launched for a
product last year, and 1,800 meals were donated
to children in schools.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.constelle-home.com | From €39 (cushion)

LES POUPÉES LUCE
ANNECY
Les Poupées Luce sells
decorative objects, lights,
furniture, and also skylights,
railing, signs, fireplace panelling,
and other everyday items that are
made-to-measure, from metal.
“When working metal, we can
benefit from both the strength of
the material and its lightweight
aspect”, Lucie, creator.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
lespoupeesluce.fr
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MAISON AU LEATHER JEWELLERY
AND ACCESSORIES

ECO-RESPONSIBLE
AND COMMITTED YOGA
YOGA FEEL GREEN
After the great success of her online shop
selling accessories and yoga outfits from
the brand Tayrona Yoga, Patricia wanted to
create her very own brand, in line with her
values. She joined forces with Sandrine and
together, they launched their own brand of
eco-responsible and committed yoga
clothing and accessories.

Not-to-be-missed
The educational cloud
for children,
a fun activity that evolves
with them.

“For active women who want everyday style close to
hand.” Maison AU’s wristbands and bracelets are hand
made exclusively in France. Maison AU accessories are
designed in Annecy by Aurore Calmier and hand made,
to the same standard as that demanded by the best
known French luxury brands, in a luxury leather goods
workshop near Vichy . The gold leaf on our OR range is
applied by an expert gilder from the South West of
France. From the leather to the packaging, everything
we use comes from France or Europe.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
From €99 | maison-au.com

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.tayronalife.com

LES PETITES HIRONDELLES POETIC CREATIONS
Corinne designs all her creations in her workshop in Annecy
mainly using wood and paper from sustainably-managed forests.
Her inspiration comes from the natural environment all around her
and from her own three little ones. Her playful and poetic style
appeals to both adults and children. The wall decorations are idea
for the home, the brooches and badges can personalise an outfit,
and the educational objects are great for everyday use. She uses
a limited range of colours for the wall decoration objects and
top-quality original accessories (brooches). Short circuit: working
with local craftspeople and companies for almost all objects.

— IDEAS FOR
LOCAL SHOPPING —

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

LÉON JUST IN ANNECY
Local and handmade men’s clothing. Underwear made
from organic cotton that is 100% designed and made
locally with an added personal touch from our
mountains.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

NEW

www.leonjustinannecy.fr | From €40 for men’s boxers

www.les-petites-hirondelles.com | From €15 for a brooch

FLEURS & MIEL
PRODUCER OF FLAVOURED HONEY
This preparation made from Acacia honey and
aromatic plants from the Alps is developed over 6 to
8 weeks in Christophe Hébert’s own laboratory in
Annecy. Unique and delicious flavoured honey with a
subtle blend of natural goodness.
BONUS Traceability and carbon footprint, making this a
100% eco-reponsible product. Today there are
5 product ranges available: Génépi, Meadowsweet,
Thyme from the Alps, Elderberry and Lavender from
the Alps.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
€12.90 | www.fleursetmiel.fr
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FABWÉ TRADITIONAL WOODEN SLEDS
MADE IN THORENS GLIÈRES

NEW

In his workshop in Thorens-Glières, trained joiner Fabrice makes
parets to order.
This traditional sled was used by local children to get to school
through the snow. Fabrice has added his own patented touch,
as his parets can be taken apart so you can easily carry them
around, unlike a Yooner or a traditional one. Each paret is
numbered, personalised and made to order, so you can decided
to have one made using a recycled ski or entirely from wood.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Children’s collapsible paret: €80, adult sizes: recycled ski €140,
wooden ski €219 | paret-fabwe.jimdofree.com

Creation of a ‘lake & mountains’ pass
The Tourist Office is teaming up with
local businesses to offer a brandnew Lake & Mountains pass, to
make sightseeing in the area easier
for visitors.

€9.90 per person per pass

LA COMPAGNIE DES BATEAUX
Less seats for added comfort. La Belle
Époque,
Le Savoie and L’Allobroge are
changing their capacity from 200
seats to 150 seats to leave space for a
bicycle area to hold up to 40 bikes.
L’Amiral, the new hybrid boat will be
out on the water this summer.

BIKLE THE ELECTRIC BIKE
WITH A STYLE OF ITS OWN
Bikle was conceived by two avid
bikers Cédric and Tristan. Their goal
was to create a locally made
customisable electric bike with
“a style of its own”. The Bikle (from
‘bike’ and ‘motorcycle’) has a unique
look and sustainable credentials, as
it is made locally in small numbers.
Machining, bending, soldering,
painting and saddlery are all done
within 50 km of their workshop.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
From €2500 | www.bikle.fr

GREENYAUTE THE CHEESE BOX
MADE IN LA YAUTE*

— IDEAS
FOR
LOCAL
SHOPPING
—

GreenYaute is a concept launched by three
friends who wanted to select the best
local produce – cheese dishes, charcuterie,
Savoie wines – and create boxes to order that
would be completely bespoke according to
the customer’s needs. All produce is organic
and the company has an environmentally
friendly approach using, for example, mainly
recyclable and/or biodegradable packaging
that doesn’t alter the flavour of chilled
produce. Raclette, Fondue, Tartiflette,
Berthoud, Matouille or a tasting box –
there is something to suit every taste
so you can enjoy a box anywhere!

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
From €30 per box | www.greenyaute.fr

THE MEROMERO BAG
ULTRA-PRACTICAL FOR CYCLISTS
The Mini-Squamish is the very
latest creation of the local
eco-friendly brand from Annecy,
Meromero. The super simple
velcro system will attach to all
sorts of rear carriers, sometimes
even onto the handlebars. Made
from 100% recycled, waterproof
nylon, PFC-free and Bluesigncertified, the lining is made from
50% recycled ripstop nylon and
the leather is plant-based.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
€90 | www.meromero.fr

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Online bookings possible |
www.bateaux-annecy.com/croisierespromenade

GREG À VÉLO
SHORT CIRCUIT ELECTRICIAN
Thanks to his fully-equipped cargo bike,
Greg can come and assist both private
individuals and professionals. His prices
depend on how long it takes him to pedal
to you! Quick and... eco-friendly:
up to now, 1,150 km covered on his bike,
and 213,900 gr of CO2 saved.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
greg-a-velo.fr

BASE CAMP
TALLOIRES-MONTMIN
A place that was designed
especially for cyclists - the Base
Camp in Talloires-Montmin. BikeCafé & shop, the team at the
Base Camp also offers all the
latest equipment for rent, for a
getaway into the mountains, an
extreme adventure over the
gravel tracks or just a tour of the
lake as a family.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.base-camp.bike/fr

*Local dialect for Haute-Savoie
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THEMED GUIDED TOURS OF THE OLD TOWN OF ANNECY

SOME
HIGHLIGHTS

2021/22

On the themed guided tours of the old town, learn all about the history and
special characteristics of the Venice of the Alps. The themes vary
depending on the seasons, and are always chosen in relation to the special
features of the area. The Madonna, famous people, “The Rome of the Alps”,
Industrial Annecy, etc. Each topic is just as interesting as the last, along the
canals that wind through the old town.

INFOS PRATIQUES
Full price: €6 | Concessions: €3 |
www.lac-annecy.com/bouger/visites-guidees.html

MAKE YOUR TRIP BETTER THE 1ST FREE
PLATFORM FOR RESPONSIBLE TRAVELLING

DETOX STAY AT VILLA CAROLINE DUINGT
This health and wellness hotel is a unique concept in France.
Guests have two possibilities: a detox stay or a fasting stay.
The detox stay is perfectly suited to our cyclist guests, with
meals especially concocted by Welsh chef Sion Hevans,
focussed on semi-vegetarian and vegetarian cuisine.
A wellness day, to help sporty guests relax and give their
body a rest. Thai massages are offered with bamboo
(for active recovery of the body), added to the spa Clarins
experience (new) on the top floor, overlooking the lake.
n the communal areas, no telephones or tablets are permitted,
for complete peace-of-mind guaranteed.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Discovery day: €290 | Overnight stay & day: from €350 |
Optional massage: from €130 | www.villacaroline.net/offressejours

Jean-Jacques Rousseau

The writer and philosopher spent his childhood in Geneva,
Annecy and Chambery. He chose to settle in Annecy where
he met Madame de Warens, and stayed at her home
(probably where the gilded baluster is today).
He wrote about this period in his life in Confessions.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Special Jean-Jacques Rousseau
guided tours | €6 - concessions €3 |
www.lac-annecy.com
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LE BISTROT VAPEUR
CHAINAZ-LES-FRASSES

A JOURNEY BACK IN TIME IN THE PAYS D’ALBY

After studying at catering college together
and then working in several different
restaurants, Mathieu and Luc took over the
only and the last establishment in the
village to turn it into a one-of-a-kind place:
bistro, café, grocery store selling local
products and restaurant! There is no fixed
menu, just daily specials made using local
products from local producers.

Come and learn about the history of this medieval town
centre nestled at the foot of the Semnoz, while strolling
along the shaded streets and alongside the river. “Follow the
'mouche’”: tourist walking tour along the narrow streets and
to some secret spots. 2 km and 12 steps. As an extra addition,
head for the heart of the Albanais region at the Etangs de
Crosagny, a natural area that is protected by the Natura
2000 label, and home to an ornithological observatory.
There is a possible detour via the Abîme suspension bridge,
with a panoramic view over the Chéran Gorges.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

bistrovapeur.fr

www.lac-annecy.com/destination/villes-et-villages/albysur-cheran | Trail available on the application ViAnnecy

This collaborative and free platform encourages an
alternative approach to tourism, offering locals the chance
to come together, on the one hand, and ideas for
“responsible” travelling on the other hand via special blogs
and the discovery of local producers depending on the
destination. A new way of travelling, focussed on simple
values and in an effort to encourage mindful tourism.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
makeyourtripbetter.com

“STOP & GO” AT THE VERGERS THORENS-GLIÈRES
Feeling peckish on the climb up to the Plateau des Glières?
Then make sure you stop off in Thorens-Glières at the
“vending machine” selling various local products (saucisson,
cheese and honey), as well as fruit juice made here on-site, at
the Vergers de Thorens. To be enjoyed with the deli meats
from the Maison Baud.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
70 Place de la Mairie | 74570 Fillière

Paul Cézanne

As a change from Sainte-Victoire,
Cézanne also painted one of his most
beautiful Impressionist masterpieces of
the shores of Lake Annecy, from the Baie
de Talloires: Lake Annecy in 1896
(London, Courtauld Gallery).

Gabriel Fauré

One of the greatest French organists and
composers of classical music who stayed
in Annecy-le-Vieux in the “Dunand” villa
for 5 years, from 1919 until his death in
1924.

EXPERIENCE A REAL BIVOUAC IN MIDWINTER
ON THE PLATEAU DES GLIÈRES New
The Bureau des Guides d’Annecy offers a total immersion
in wild winter nature on the Plateau des Glières, an
important site of the French Resistance. After a hike in
snowshoes, your guide will help you find a good spot to
set up camp for the night. Enjoy an evening around the
campfire and a fondue under the stars before settling
down for the night in the bivouac. An outdoor experience
that will leave you with unforgettable memories!

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
4 persons minimum | from €255 per person for 8. |
equipment hire and meals included | intermediate hiking
level required
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MEET ONE OF THE FOUNDER MEMBERS
OF THE TALLOIRES-MONTMIN SKI RESORT

LAKE
ANNECY’S
3 RESORTS

Welcome to Talloires-Montmin, located at 1,200 m
altitude, where you can explore a charming familyorientated resort that is entirely eco-friendly and
managed only by volunteers! Marcel Maniglier, a
native of the region, is one of the founding
members. In the 1960s, he decided to create a ski
resort near his home with a group of friends. Year
after year, they put up and took down ski lifts that
they installed in various authorised places. Thanks
to ski classes, the resort flourished and the ski lifts
became permanent in 1984. Today, just five
volunteers are needed for each day the resort is
open: a snow tamper, ski-lift attendant, cashier
and rental assistant. Marcel himself manages the
opening and closing of the resort. This resort is
100% natural (without artificial snow) and has
two ski-lifts serving five pistes: 2 green runs, 2 blue,
1 red, 1 cross-country snowboard run and 1 free
rope-tow. A toboggan run is also available.
BONUS A highlight is the sociable torch-lit ski descent
that is open to all and takes place every Friday
evening during the February school holidays,
followed by night skiing until 9pm.

INFOS PRATIQUES
www.montminnews.com/station-de-ski.html |
€8 for an adult half-day pass | Resort open:
Wednesdays and weekends outside of school
holidays and every day during school holidays.

SKI BY TORCHLIGHT ALONG THE SAME PISTES
AS THE FRENCH RESISTANCE FIGHTERS
PLATEAU DES GLIÈRES
Head up 1,435m to the Plateau des Glières – an iconic site
associated with the French Resistance – and explore a famous
cross-country route. A trip to Glières takes you back in time to
(re)discover the meaning of nature. Cross-country skiers will love
the 29 km of well-maintained pistes just 45 minutes from Annecy,
whether you come by day or night.

INFOS PRATIQUES
domainenordiquedesglieres.com | Oprn every day and Thursday
evenings | Season ticket: €75 / €7.90 per day / €4 night pass |
Shuttle buses from Annecy.
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SKI FOR 2 HOURS AT A TIME AT SEMNOZ !
The family resort of Semnoz, located at 1,700 m altitude, is
offering an hourly rate for beginners and 2 hour sessions for more
experienced skiers. As it’s only 17 km from the centre of Annecy,
you can enjoy both the lake and the mountains on the same day,
just as you can in summer! As well as its 18 alpine ski runs, the
Semnoz ski resort has plenty of other activities, including
cross-country skiing and marked trails for snow-shoeing (free
of charge). And all with uninterrupted views of Lake Geneva,
Lac du Bourget Mont-Blanc and the Jura.
bonus A free magic carpet lift suitable for beginners and accessible
to all.

INFOS PRATIQUES
www.semnoz.fr | Pass : €9,20/2h | Shuttle buses from Annecy.
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SUMMER ESCAPADE IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS

2021/22

“The Escapades”, a new way to
explore the destination
all year long: pick and choose as you please!

ESCAPADES
IN THE 4
SEASONS

A sensational experience
A full-day escapade combining a treetop climbing
adventure, educational trails and a meal in the
mountain pastures to really reconnect with nature. The
adventure begins in the forest, up in the treetops, in
complete safety thanks to special equipment, ropes and
pulleys. Once you get to the top, you’ll be blown away
by the beauty of this unique place. For lunch: head to
Les Rochers Blancs for a simple yet atypical meal. Taste
local products in a warm and inviting atmosphere. To
end this experience on a high note, head to one of the
educational trails near the lake. Choose from one of the
two nature reserves, the Roc du Chère or the Bout du Lac.
Added bonus Join in with one of the fun and educational
activities & tours, led by a professional nature guide
from ASTERS (conservatory for wildlife species in
Haute-Savoie).

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.pleinarbre.com | price upon request |
Asters: free-of-charge | See the programme |
www.cen-haute-savoie.org/programme-animation

A different hiking experience in the Bauges Regional
Nature Park-Geopark
The Cyclamens horseriding stables in Héry-sur-Alby
organise horseriding outings into the heart of the Bauges
Regional Nature Park. From short rides a few hours long
to outings over several days - with open-air camping
possible, there’s something for everyone and for all levels.

New!

Every other Wednesday: Facebook Live.
An immersive way for the holiday advisors from
the Tourist Office to work “on the field” and provide
demonstrations of the escapades organised: service
providers on-hand, presentation of new, innovative
activities, etc.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
lac-annecy.com
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
From €75 / person | www.centre-equestre-cyclamens.fr |
From €30 for 1.5 hours | www.easytrott.com | From €45/
person for 1.5 hours

HERITAGE ESCAPADE

The craftspeople & professions of the past and present
This escapade begins with a discovery of local expertise, on
a rather original journey into the Savoyard Alps of the 19th
century, at the Lake Annecy Ecomuseum, in Sevrier. Then
head to the Musée du Pays du Laudon, in a 19th-century
farmhouse, to see an exhibition of objects from everyday
life here in the past. Finally, it’s time for the institution on
the shores of the lake: Musée Paccard. One of the last two
remaining bell foundries in France. Learn about the history,
expertise and secrets of making Paccard bells, from Ancient
times to today.
Since 1796, more than 12,000 bells have been manufactured at the Paccard
Foundry, including the biggest one in France (1,883 kg). Don’t miss the live
“bell casting” demonstration every Thursday (booking compulsory).

SPRING OUTDOOR ESCAPADE

Get an introduction to an off-road electric scooter with Easy trott
Electric scooters are eco-friendly, can be used even on
the narrowest of trails, and are just as thrilling as
motorbike trials. It is both a sporty and technical mode of
transport, where you control the speed, making it an
activity that is accessible to all, even without experience.
The battery lasts for up to 70 km, at a speed of up to
25 km/hour. The scooter is designed for off-road paths,
with 20 to 24-inch dual-rims, and front and rear suspension
for optimal comfort. You can choose longer introductory
outings, such as a tour of the lake, with a guide.

AUTUMN

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
From €14 | www.lac-annecy.com/escapade/
les-artisans-du-lac-d-hier-a-aujourd-hui

WINTER GOURMET ESCAPADE
Winter delights
Haute-Savoie is a place full of delicious products and Annecy is the
ultimate gourmet hotspot! This escapade will add a gourmet touch to
the stay here. Come and meet a Master Cheesemaker, recognised as a
"Best Craftsman of France”, Pierre Gay, for a fun and passionate tasting
session (5 cheese and 2 wines), followed by a tour of the old town of
Annecy with a professional guide who will unveil all the secrets of Old
Annecy. Visitors can expect a 1-hour immersive experience: special
atmosphere late afternoon, “secret” passageways, remarkable façades
and doors, and so much more.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Tour from €49 / person | Duration 2 hours – Annecy International |
www.annecy-international.com | pierre-gay.business.site
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CHRISTOPHE & NICOLAS BISE
4TH GENERATION OF INDEPENDANT HOTELIERS
LE COTTAGE BISE****

2021/22

CORINNE SIMIER LES PETITES HIRONDELLES
Mother of three, Corinne, decided to take the plunge and
make a living out of her passion: poetic creations. After
working in the pharmaceutical industry for 14 years, Corinne
now draws and designs her creations in her own workshop in
Annecy: wall decoration, educational tools and original, topquality accessories. Her inspiration comes from the natural
environment all around her and from her own three little girls.
Her illustrations are playful and poetic. She strives to work in
a sustainable and eco-friendly way, and works with local
craftspeople and companies for almost all the items she
creates. The materials she uses are minimally processed, the
wood and paper are from sustainably managed forests and
either recycled or recyclable materials are used wherever
possible for simple, reusable and attractive packaging.
A dreamlike world that must be seen to be believed.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.les-petites-hirondelles.com

AUDREY MERULLA AND ELISE RECOUR
CONSTELLE HOME
A few years ago, when Elise was still working for a big
lingerie brand, she teamed up with Audrey, who still
remembers to this day, the tall, smiley blonde-haired
woman who greeted her for her first interview. The two
women, both full of energy and enthusiasm, were
delighted to meet each other, and this is now the drive
behind their brand. Audrey and Elise have both been
sponsoring children for the French NGO Vision du
Monde and endowment fund for around ten years, and
they both care a great deal about inequality in the big
textile-producing countries. Constelle was created in
consideration of the global impact of purchasing and
how to offer consumers products that are virtuous,
unique and sustainable. Behind Constelle Home is the
story of an encounter, and the story of these men and
women on the other side of the world. “Bring people
together, just like the stars that make up the same
constellation, we all live on the same planet, under the
same sky.” “Constelle” means “with the stars” in Italian.
A name that serves as a reminder that it is never too late
for the stars to shine!

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.constelle-home.com

LOCAL
PORTRAITS

AMBASSADORS
FOR THE LAKE
ANNECY AREA

The Bise family is the longest running family of
hoteliers still present on the shores of Lake
Annecy, in Talloires-Montmin. Christophe and
Nicolas Bise are the 4th generation of their family to
run the establishment. They have carried out some
significant extension, renovation and creation work,
to keep their family motto alive: “to never be
exactly the same, nor completely different, and to
always keep up with the trends”. With this in mind,
the latest new additions from this 4th generation are
the Boat Bar for cocktails and brunch and the
Bungal’eau for take-away.
To mark the 90th anniversary of the Cottage, let’s take
a closer look at this family who have become a real
dynasty on the shores of Lake Annecy.
There will be an exhibition to display the Cottage
over the years, some dishes of the past with an
added touch of the present, and entertainment
throughout this new season, as soon as the
establishment opens its doors. Thanks to this
family, and the superb ancestral talent, their
tradition and entrepreneurial spirit are passed
down from generation to generation, meaning
that the Cottage is guaranteed to be a shining
success for many years to come.

Lake Annecy Tourist Office is
working with five local
influencers who are now
Ambassadors for Lake
Annecy.
Their role? To help people (re)
discover the destination
through new activities,
accommodation, unmissable
restaurants and shopping tips!

Georges Bise
and his son ,
Fernand

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.cottagebise.com | Hashtag for the 90th
anniversary of the Cottage: #LeCottage1931

CAROLINE LIAULT BOISSONS MÉMÉ
100% NATURAL AND ENERGISING SNACKS
Behind this 100% local and organic brand from
Annecy is Caroline Liault. This businesswoman
from Annecy wanted to bring to life her love for
the region and for well-being, in launching a
range of 100% natural, organic, low in sugar and
French snacks. The products, drinks (refreshing,
energising and detoxifying) and sweets (lemon,
mint and ginger), all showcase nature and its
benefits, and two ingredients are found in all
products: tree sap, for vitamins, and grape must,
a local alternative to refined sugar. Try them,
you won’t be disappointed. Find the products
in Monoprix, Biocoop and Carrefour Market.
Made & designed in Annecy, Parc des Glaisins.
Added bonus The packaging is designed by artist
Léona Rose.

• Cam Dewoods :
our local sports
enthusiast and
business woman
• Mademoiselle
Croziflette : our
mum with loads of
ideas for familyfriendly food and
culture
•O
 ceanitaa :
our budding
photographer with
great ideas for
shopping and girls’
nights out
• Roma Charlene :
our mum with
shopping tips and
well-being outings
for couples or
families.
• Frenchadventurer :
our fearless
outdoor adventurer

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.lac-annecy.com/
nos-ambassadeurs/

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.boissons-meme.com
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MICHELIN PLATE & BIB GOURMAND
The Michelin Plate is a reward for high-quality restaurants
that respect the following definition: quality of products
and chef’s talent: a good meal, pure and simple. The Bib
Gourmand has been awarded since 1997 to “carefully
concocted meals at affordable prices”.

CULINAR
MATTERS

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Michelin Plates 18 plates in total across the
Lake Annecy destination (11 Annecy & Annecy-Le-Vieux,
1 Menthon-Saint-Bernard, 1 Duingt, 3 Talloires-Montmin,
1 Pringy & 1 Groisy) | Bibs Gourmands 4 "bibs” in total
across the territory (3 Annecy & 1 Menthon-Saint-Bernard) |
guide.michelin.com/fr/fr

PHILIPPE HÉRITIER
WINEGROWER & SNAIL BREEDER IN POISY

Michelin stars & gourmet distinctions
that encourage a whole destination
to “eat better” with a focus on
short circuits, local and organic products…

7 CHEFS AND 11 STARS
The Lake Annecy territory is becoming one of the
destinations in France with the most Michelin stars.
Besides the stars which really put the destination on
the map in terms of fine-dining, so many of the
restaurants and elegant establishments here are
exemplary and considered as references.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.lac-annecy.com/escapade/gastronomie-etoilee

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

WORKING TOWARDS
ECO-RESPONSIBLE DISTINCTION
Green Star - Michelin
This green four-leaf clover is a brand-new distinction from
Michelin, awarded to establishments that are particularly
committed to a sustainable approach to gastronomy.
Respecting the planet, the seasons, animals, for a better
diet all round. The Auberge de Montmin was selected
along with 6 other restaurants in the AURA region and
among 50 in France.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.facebook.com/aubergedemontmin
Ecotable
Ecotable is the leading label for French sustainable
catering, and the guarantee of a spirit of solidarity. It
measures restaurants’ ecological consistency and awards
one, two or three Écotable “macarons”, depending on how
eco-friendly they are. Le Clos des Sens*** and Le Galopin
both have 3 Ecotable “macarons”.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
www.closdessens.com | www.facebook.com/
GalopinAnnecy
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Le Domaine des Orchis produce organic wines of
Savoie and breed more than 300,000 snails. Tours
of the workshop, tasting area. Philippe Héritier now
supplies the very best restaurants of Annecy.

domainedesorchis.fr

TRAILS BEARING THE “VÉLO & FROMAGES” LABEL
HAUTE-SAVOIE ON A PLATTER
Two trails brought to you by the Department, along with AFTAlp,
have been awarded the “Vélo & Fromages” label: the Tour du
Semnoz and the Tour des Glières including tours of farms,
maturing cellars and local markets, to learn all there is to know
about cheesemaking in the local area.
Tour du Semnoz 55 km, 650 m, positive incline This trail of average
difficulty begins with an uphill section through the shaded forest
to the Col de Leschaux (897 m), followed by a downhill section
towards Chéran Valley.
Tour des Glières 90 km, 1280 m, positive incline This trail of
average difficulty across the Alpine foothills will lead you via three
remarkable towns, that are worth a visit: Thônes, capital of the
Aravis mountains, the classified medieval town of La Roche-surForon and Thorens-Glières well-known for its medieval castle.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
actu.hautesavoie.fr/explorez-actu/decouvrez-velo-les-fromages-de-haute-savoie
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EVENTS’
CALENDAR
—SPORTING CULTURAL
& FESTIVE EVENTS* —

concerts, clubbing, etc. As for music,
this year High Five celebrates with
Myd, Dj Pone, Teki Latex, Chilla,
le Vrai Michel, Caballero and more.
highfive-festival.com

15TH JUNE TO 15TH OCTOBER
FESTIPHOTO
MENTHON-SAINT-BERNARD
Couleurs de Vie - 6th edition. The
biggest international photography
exhibition on the shores of Lake Annecy.
www.facebook.com/
festiphotomenthonstbernard

MONTROTTIER CHÂTEAU
IS PULLING OUT ALL THE STOPS
LOVAGNY
18th and 19th SEPTEMBER |
European Heritage Days |
Fixed price: €5
27th, 28th OCTOBER /
3rd, 4th NOVEMBER
4pm | “Les contes trouillotants”
(Terrifying tales)
www.chateaudemontrottier.com

25TH & 26TH SEPTEMBER ALPS MAN
ANNECY
Lake Annecy Triathlon XXL with uphill
sections: 4 races Xtrem Triathlon (3.8km
swimming, 183 km cycling, 42.2 km
running), Alpsman Half (1.9 km swimming,
100 km cycling, 16 km running),
Xperience Trirace (1 km swimming,
27 km cycling and 8.3 km running) and
finally Alpskid 3 races (3 categories for
children aged between 6 and 13).
alps-man.com/fr

FROM 27TH SEPTEMBER

26TH NOVEMBER 2021

TO 3 OCTOBER

TO 2ND JANUARY2022

RD

ANNECY ITALIAN FILM FESTIVAL

HIGH FIVE FESTIVAL
ANNECY
This festival celebrates an early start
to the winter season, with the cream
of boardsports with a freestyle and
freeride flavour. It is the international
skiing festival, but it’s more than that!
The High Five Festival is the alternative
festival that blends skiing, cinema, music,
street food and art. In short, it’s one of
a kind and always sees the big picture.
On the programme are previews of
skiing films in both indoor and outdoor
cinemas, all sorts of displays including
trampolines, a chance to try bobsleigh,
biathlon, snowboards (on a dry ski
slope), masterclasses, comedy shows
at High Five Comedy Up, talks on ecoresponsibility with Mountain Riders,
Protect our Winters (among others),

* given the current situation, certain event details may be subject to change.
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ALPINE CHRISTMAS

ANNECY
The festival will be a hybrid one this
year and will take place both online
and at the venues. The National
Museum of Cinema in Turin and
Bonlieu National Theatre in Annecy
are together launching ALPES FILM
LAB, a brand-new project for training,
development and education.
annecycinemaitalien.com/fr/bienvenuee

1ST, 2ND & 3RD OCTOBER

ACCESS
AND LOCATION

7 DECEMBER FOIRE SAINT ANDRÉ
ANNECY
Still going strong after five
centuries, the traditional Foire de
la Saint André, with 1,100 traders
and 5.5km of stalls, will once again
attract tens of thousands of
bargain hunters. The Foire de la
Saint André started in the Middle
Ages. Over the centuries it gave
those who live in the countryside
and mountain villages the
opportunity to stock up on
various products that were not
available for the rest of the year.
www.annecy.fr

2ND & 3RD OCTOBER LIRÔLAC
TALLOIRES
LirÔlac is the first literary festival of the
autumn held on the banks of Lake
Annecy in the unique Baie de Talloires.
It is a great opportunity for around
twenty authors to meet their readers.
This event features all sorts of new
literature including novels, crime fiction,
essays and young adult fiction with
well-known authors including Amelie
Nothomb, Denis Brogniart, Jerôme
Attal, Charlotte Pons, Justine Levy,
Jean-Baptiste Andrea and many more.
www.lirolac.fr

30TH & 31ST OCTOBER
GREENWEEZ MAXI-RACE
ANNECY
International Trail Running at Lake Annecy:
races for everyone from 16 to 110 km.
www.maxi-race.org/fr/france

ANNECYNNew: the Christmas Markets
will take place across ten sites in six
communes, each with its own themes
and atmosphere. For example, Father
Christmas’s Village will be set up in the
Square des Martyrs de la Déportation,
families can enjoy outdoor skating in the
Place de l’Hôtel de Ville in Seynod and
food will be highlighted in Place
François-de-Menthon. And of course
there will be an illuminated procession
in the town centre, concerts, dances,
shows, storytelling and decoration
making workshops.
www.annecy.fr

BY PLANE
International airports served
by the various regular and low-cost
airlines.
GENEVA: 44 KM FROM ANNECY
Info (+41) 22 717 71 11
www.gva.ch
Coach link directly from GenèveAnnecy airport in 1 hour
• Transdev
Info +33 (0)4 50 51 08 51
transdevhautesavoie.com

LYON - SAINT-EXUPÉRY:
125 KM FROM ANNECY
Info 0826 800 826
www.lyonaeroports.com

ANNECY MONT-BLANC
AIRPORT:
13 MINUTES FROM ANNECY
(Business tourism
and leisure)
Info +33 (0)4 50 322 322
www.annecy.aeroport.fr

BY ROAD
A41 MOTORWAY
Direct to Annecy
towards Chambéry/Lyon/Grenoble/
Genève

11TH TO 13TH MARCH
VENETIAN CARNIVAL
ANNECY
Hundreds of masked revellers stroll
around the streets of the Old Town of
Annecy, posing, parading and gathering
on the stage in the Jardins de l’Europe.
www.aria74.fr

 40 MOTORWAY
A
30 km from Annecy
towards Paris via Bourg-en-Bresse

BY TRAIN
ANNECY-PARIS TGV LINE
Direct (3 hours 40) - 5 to 7 times per day
Coach connections
• Cars Crolard, bus station
Info +33 (0)4 50 02 00 11

HOSPITALITY AND
PRESS TRIPS
CREATED WITH
OUR PARTNERS
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OFFICE DE TOURISME DU LAC D’ANNECY
Louise-Adélaïde Selle
+33 6 77 35 96 54 / +33 4 50 45 00 61
presse@lac-annecy.com
Bonlieu, 1 rue Jean Jaurès - 74 000 Annecy
www.lac-annecy.com

Twitter : @PRlacannecy

AGENCE OLIVIA PAYERNE
Paris et Annecy
Anaïs Alaurent
a.alaurent@agence-op.fr
+33(0)6 63 35 34 64

www.lac-annecy.com
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